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For Project 2 select one from the list, select a poem you find, or select 
one you have written yourself. Please confirm your choice with me if you 
decide to use one not on this list. These poems are all sourced from: 
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem-day 
 
71. Realizing Lucy 

Ronaldo V. Wilson, 1970 

At the top of the hill, before the light gives way to the pine 
 that fractures across the sky, 
and the farmhouse, opens its door to shadow, there is a 
 signal. 
 
It is not the dead bird, lying out flat and face down in the 
 middle of the street, its brown 
belly on the pavement, cooled by the wind. 
 
It is not in my chest, which opens up into sections as I 
 breathe in the air that almost 
shocks me into falling face down as I climb the hill. 
 
It is not the breath. It is not the sky, which I haven’t looked 
 at, staring up at the 
mountains, which spreads down through the range up the 
 curve. 
 
It is not my knee, which seems at any moment will collapse 
 into if nothing else, 
the breaking beneath my legs, the final moment I push up, 
 towards the end of the light. 
 
There are shadows which cover the sign: SUN, painted in 
 blue at the peak of the hill. 
So, where, today, will I direct my anger? 
 
Where will I turn, running past the women, who hover up 
 the road, no cars, 
crawling into their beers in the middle of the day? 
 
Fat and White. I refuse to grow any fatter, or to not tan.  
 This summer, 
I burn off another self, sprinting up the high hill of my own 
 making, 
 
burning Kcals toward the peak of my own release. In this 
 face, “What a view?”— 
someone asking another. Was I supposed to seek 
 something else into which to slip? 
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Love in a Life 

Robert Browning, 1812 - 1889 

Room after room, 
I hunt the house through 
We inhabit together. 
Heart, fear nothing, for, heart, thou shalt find her, 
Next time, herself!—not the trouble behind her 
Left in the curtain, the couch’s perfume! 
As she brushed it, the cornice-wreath blossomed anew,— 
Yon looking-glass gleamed at the wave of her feather. 
 
Yet the day wears, 
And door succeeds door; 
I try the fresh fortune— 
Range the wide house from the wing to the centre. 
Still the same chance! she goes out as I enter. 
Spend my whole day in the quest,—who cares? 
But ‘tis twilight, you see,—with such suits to explore, 
Such closets to search, such alcoves to importune! 
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The Mystery 

Paul Laurence Dunbar, 1872 - 1906 

I was not; now I am—a few days hence 
I shall not be; I fain would look before 
And after, but can neither do; some Power 
Or lack of power says “no” to all I would. 
I stand upon a wide and sunless plain, 
Nor chart nor steel to guide my steps aright. 
Whene’er, o’ercoming fear, I dare to move, 
I grope without direction and by chance. 
Some feign to hear a voice and feel a hand 
That draws them ever upward thro’ the gloom. 
But I—I hear no voice and touch no hand, 
Tho’ oft thro’ silence infinite I list, 
And strain my hearing to supernal sounds; 
Tho’ oft thro’ fateful darkness do I reach, 
And stretch my hand to find that other hand. 
I question of th’ eternal bending skies 
That seem to neighbor with the novice earth; 
But they roll on, and daily shut their eyes 
On me, as I one day shall do on them, 
And tell me not the secret that I ask. 
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The Poem 

Alice Notley, 1945 

 
They leave you up there he said calling you names 
As it gets dark remember for you’ve had the experience 
Retaining barely a consciousness the body’d shrink away 
But there’s only exposure the necessary fasting you are 
 seen 
They want to watch you all humans being empathic 
 predators 
 
And then I said when there is no conventional body 
And little recognition of forms as in a violently painful 
 half-sleep 
You become your other after they have had you like a feast 
This is done everywhere in many ways often subtly in an 
 instant 
 
You may so be done away with I had seen the impossibility 
Of living with others yet loving for that was my condition 
At the crossroads when they asked me to partake of rules 
 as in 
A commune of pretension I left unruly 
Who stands by me now he or I say and I said last night 
Holding the world together by my total recall 
At anyone’s distress they are so sorry sounding like 
 pigeons 
They who call themselves poets and have no letters 
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Evolution 

Linda Bierds 

How, Alan Turing thought, does the soft-walled, 
jellied, symmetrical cell 
become the asymmetrical horse? It was just before dusk, 
the sun’s last shafts doubling the fence posts, 
all the dark mares on their dark shadows. It was just 
after Schrodinger’s What is Life, 
not long before Watson, Franklin, Crick, not long before 
supper. How does a chemical soup, 
he asked, give rise to a biological pattern? And how 
does a pattern shift, an outer ear 
gradually slough its fur, or a shorebird’s stubby beak 
sharpen toward the trout? 
He was halfway between the War’s last enigmas 
and the cyanide apple—two bites— 
that would kill him. Halfway along the taut wires 
that hummed between crime 
and pardon, indecency and privacy. How do solutions, 
chemical, personal, stable, unstable, 
harden into shapes? And how do shapes break? 
What slips a micro-fissure 
across a lightless cell, until time and matter 
double their easy bickering? God? 
Chance? A chemical shudder? He was happy and not, 
tired and not, humming a bit 
with the fence wires. How does a germ split to a self? 
And what is a—We are not our acts 
and remembrances, Schrodinger wrote. Should something— 
God, chance, a chemical shudder?— 
sever us from all we have been, still it would not kill us. 
It was just before dusk, his segment 
of earth slowly ticking toward night. Like time, he thought, 
we are almost erased by rotation, 
as the dark, symmetrical planet lifts its asymmetrical cargo 
up to the sunset:  horses, ryegrass— 
In no case, then, is there a loss of personal existence to 
     deplore— 
marten, whitethroat, blackbird, 
lark—nor will there ever be. 
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Downstairs in Dreams 

Chase Twichell, 1950 

Trying to fall asleep, 
I count down stone steps 
into the dark, and there they are: 
Centaurs, half in and half out 
of the woods, hindquarters still trees. 
Downstairs in dreams I look 
directly into their man-eyes, 
which are opaque, absorbent. 
They don’t speak. I don’t speak 
of the long yellow teeth tearing off 
the little dress—just for a glimpse, 
no harm done. No hands, no harm. 
Their hindquarters still trees. 
No words to explain or contain it. 
You can’t translate something 
that was never in a language 
in the first place. 
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Epistemology of Laundry 

F. Douglas Brown 

this week’s last load of laundry has me stealing 
my son’s precious teenage time I reenact the duty 
 
of my father and what comes hammering back 
are trips with him pushing his cart of dirties down 
 
the street his southern charm waving or shaking 
hands—: bus driver mailman neighbors get 
 
countless invites to dinner or a Saturday bbq 
my father’s good morning darlin’ clanks & pings 
 
as quarters spill into the bona fide grip 
of the present my son’s hands show signs 
 
he’s ready for the tedious work ahead as he storms 
through pile after pile then his precision when offering 
 
assistance to a stranger this chore becomes a lesson 
for the two of us this shared work turns and tumbles  
 
neatly folds—: a fond memory 
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I’m Learning Nothing This Night 

Reginald Dwayne Betts 

The magazine on my lap talks 
about milk. Tells me that in America, 
every farmer lost money on 
every cow, every day of every month 
of the year. Imagine that? To wake 
up and know you’re digging yourself 
deeper into a hole you can’t see 
out of, even as your hands are wet 
with what feeds you. That’s how this 
thing is, holding on & losing a little each 
moment. I’m whispering an invented 
history to myself tonight—because 
letting go is the art of living fully 
in the world your body creates 
when you sleep. Say a prayer for 
the insomniacs. They hunger & 
demand the impossible. Pray for 
the farmers, hands deep in loam— 
body’s weight believing what 
the mind knows is ruin, they too 
want the impossible, so accustomed 
to the earth responding when they call. 
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To S. M., a Young African Painter, on Seeing His Works 

Phillis Wheatley, 1753 - 1784 

To show the lab’ring bosom’s deep intent, 
And thought in living characters to paint, 
When first thy pencil did those beauties give, 
And breathing figures learnt from thee to live, 
How did those prospects give my soul delight, 
A new creation rushing on my sight? 
Still, wond’rous youth! each noble path pursue; 
On deathless glories fix thine ardent view: 
Still may the painter’s and the poet’s fire, 
To aid thy pencil and thy verse conspire! 
And may the charms of each seraphic theme 
Conduct thy footsteps to immortal fame! 
High to the blissful wonders of the skies 
Elate thy soul, and raise thy wishful eyes. 
Thrice happy, when exalted to survey 
That splendid city, crown’d with endless day, 
Whose twice six gates on radiant hinges ring: 
Celestial Salem blooms in endless spring. 
   Calm and serene thy moments glide along, 
And may the muse inspire each future song! 
Still, with the sweets of contemplation bless’d, 
May peace with balmy wings your soul invest! 
But when these shades of time are chas’d away, 
And darkness ends in everlasting day, 
On what seraphic pinions shall we move, 
And view the landscapes in the realms above? 
There shall thy tongue in heav’nly murmurs flow, 
And there my muse with heav’nly transport glow; 
No more to tell of Damon’s tender sighs, 
Or rising radiance of Aurora’s eyes; 
For nobler themes demand a nobler strain, 
And purer language on th’ ethereal plain. 
Cease, gentle Muse! the solemn gloom of night 
Now seals the fair creation from my sight. 
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Shut Not Your Doors to Me Proud Libraries 

Walt Whitman, 1819 - 1892 

Shut not your doors to me, proud libraries, 
For that which was lacking among you all, yet needed most, I  
 bring; 
A book I have made for your dear sake, O soldiers, 
And for you, O soul of man, and you, love of comrades; 
The words of my book nothing, the life of it everything; 
A book separate, not link’d with the rest, nor felt by the intellect; 
But you will feel every word, O Libertad! arm’d Libertad! 
It shall pass by the intellect to swim the sea, the air, 
With joy with you, O soul of man.  
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Anthem 

Melissa Stein 

We were all in love 
but didn’t know it. 
We were all in love 
continually. Bless 
our little hearts, 
smoking and drinking 
and wrecking things. 
Bless our shameless shame. 
We were loud, invincible. 
We were tough as rails. 
We stole street signs 
and knocked over bins. 
Ripped the boards 
off boarded-up stuff. 
Slept in towers 
filled with pigeon shit 
and fluff. We kicked 
beer bottles down 
cobbled lanes. 
Tires and chains. 
Chains and wheels 
and skin. The world 
was always ending 
and we the inventors 
of everything. 
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Circuitry 

Janine Joseph 

I. 
The rung wide 
           receiver forgets why 
 
he set his keys on the football field. 
           Whose are they? he asks—a ringing 
 
in his ear—while clenching 
           the green. As if on the edge 
 
of a pool, he tilts his head to drain 
           water out of his canal. 
 
It was like that, all the time, 
           after. How many fingers? 
 
he was asked, and not to tell 
           a lie—it would mean his career. 
 
It would mean recognizing you 
           without your jacket when you 
 
walked out of the room. It would mean 
           you could say, Stay here 
 
with me, and in his eyes 
           could watch him come back. 
 
II. 
I spiral the parking lot, singing, 
           It’s alright, I’m alright, 
 
while I count the pole lights back 
           to my car. I practice red, table, lamp 
 
with a neuropsychologist and now 
           I can tell you about how my brain 
 
blew in the acceleration. I was in 
           a locked position—the details 
 
unbearably clear in the replay and, still, 
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           no one else heard me swallow 
 
the impact. Bend at your hips 
           from your two-point stance and, there, 
 
the muffler is a finger wagging 
           one one one inches from the ground. 
 
The tire-less car rests on its crutch 
           of blocks, the windows a crunch 
 
of glass. Are you feeling the rush now 
           as you look to me, your brain still 
 
in your head—is it still in your head? 
           Can you point for me where 
 
it happens in the connection, where 
           on the line the old equipment 
 
resets itself and loops? 
           Is what you say the truth? 
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Trombone 

Norman Dubie, 1945 

There were carols on the kitchen radio, a late 
cold night, entering the room 
while straightening the blistered Navajo rug, I 
remembered suddenly what the first eight notes 
of hark, the herald angels sing felt like 
vibrating through my body that first time— 
I was eleven and unprepared, 
I remembered when I was ten 
and fainting in church from the sweet ammonia of Easter lilies 
hosing my nostrils with fragrance 
and also the emptiness of it—the lord of the dance, 
in an arc of agony, up on sticks… 
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Accidental Blues Voice 

Anna Journey 

My ex-lover received it at seventeen 
skiing the steep slope at Wintergreen called 
 
Devil’s Elbow. The early snowmelt along the Blue 
Ridge had slipped the white limb of a birch 
 
through the crust, jutted that camouflaged tip 
into the center of the trail. He hit it, full speed, 
 
flipped over his ski poles. One of them split 
his vocal cords with its aluminum point. He sprawled 
 
in the snow, his pink throat skewered like Saint 
Sebastian or the raw quiver of his Greek father’s 
 
peppered lamb kebobs. The doctors didn’t let him speak 
for a year and when he finally tried his choirboy 
 
voice had gravel in it. His tenor had a bloody 
birch limb in it, had a knife in it, had a whole lower 
 
octave clotted in it, had a wound and a wound’s 
cracked whisper in it. The first time I heard him  
 
sing in his blues band, five years after the accident, 
I told him his smoked rasp sounded 
 
exactly like Tom Waits. Like my grandfather 
sixty years since the iron lung. I couldn’t believe 
 
a growl like that crawled up from the lips 
of a former Catholic schoolboy. But as he shut off 
 
the halogen overhead—leaving only the ultraviolet 
of his bedside’s black light—he stroked my cheek, 
 
crooned, Goodnight, Irene. His teeth and his throat’s 
three-inch scar glowed a green neon. 
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Skit: Sun Ra Welcomes the Fallen 

Ruth Ellen Kocher 

Jupiter means anger. Sun Ra does not. Sun Ra dances the Cake Walk on Saturn’s pulpy eyes. If you believe 
that, I’ll tell you another one. The first is 13 and the next is 20. They were not good boys but they were 
boys. They were boys who died for this thing or that. The next was 16 and the last was 18. One had a cell 
phone. One had a gun. On earth, a goose opens its chest to a sound. The goose takes the bullet this way.  A 
sacrifice denied to the wind since there is no such thing as sacrifice anymore having succumbed to fever 
and the millennium. The bullet is all consequence. Sun Ra refuses red—long and high, low and deep. His 
arms are long enough to embrace them. 
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At Last 

Christina Rossetti, 1830 - 1894 

Many have sung of love a root of bane: 
 While to my mind a root of balm it is, 

For love at length breeds love; sufficient bliss 
For life and death and rising up again. 
Surely when light of Heaven makes all things plain, 

Love will grow plain with all its mysteries; 
Nor shall we need to fetch from over seas 

Wisdom or wealth or pleasure safe from pain. 
Love in our borders, love within our heart, 

Love all in all, we then shall bide at rest, 
Ended for ever life’s unending quest, 

 Ended for ever effort, change and fear: 
Love all in all; —no more that better part 
 Purchased, but at the cost of all things here. 
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The Garden 

Lola Ridge, 1873 

Bountiful Givers, 
I look along the years 
And see the flowers you threw… 
Anemones 
And sprigs of gray 
Sparse heather of the rocks, 
Or a wild violet 
Or daisy of a daisied field… 
But each your best. 
I might have worn them on my breast 
To wilt in the long day… 
 
I might have stemmed them in a narrow vase 
And watched each petal sallowing… 
I might have held them so—mechanically— 
Till the wind winnowed all the leaves 
And left upon my hands 
A little smear of dust. 
 
Instead 
I hid them in the soft warm loam 
Of a dim shadowed place… 
Deep 
In a still cool grotto, 
Lit only by the memories of stars 
And the wide and luminous eyes 
Of dead poets 
That love me and that I love… 
Deep…deep… 
Where none may see—not even ye who gave— 
About my soul your garden beautiful. 
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Alexandr Blok 

David St. John, 1949 

One snowy night I was smiled upon by Russian gods 
 & found myself at dinner opposite 
 
The Moscow scholars a married couple—he only 
 the world’s authority on Pasternak 
 
& she the final word on her beloved Alexandr Blok 
 & as we talked the evening gathered  
 
Along the length of the white table & I could only keep 
 drinking the conversation in so deeply 
 
I felt myself reaching back into the dark century & at last 
 I got up to leave in my black cashmere 
 
Overcoat I’d found hanging on the back rack of a Venice 
 thrift store & became just another shadow 
 
About to slide wordlessly into the night & yes it’s true 
 it was snowing just in upstate New York 
  
Not Moscow or St. Petersburg nor in any ancient page  
 yet to anyone who saw me walking 
 
I imagined myself as the most lyrical shadow alive 
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I Have This Way of Being 

Jamaal May 

I have this, and this isn’t a mouth 
           full of the names of odd flowers 
 
I’ve grown in secret. 
           I know none of these by name 
 
but have this garden now, 
           and pastel somethings bloom 
 
near the others and others. 
           I have this trowel, these overalls, 
 
this ridiculous hat now. 
           This isn’t a lung full of air. 
 
Not a fist full of weeds that rise 
           yellow then white then windswept. 
 
This is little more than a way 
           to kneel and fill gloves with sweat, 
 
so that the trowel in my hand 
           will have something to push against, 
 
rather, something to push 
           against that it knows will bend 
 
and give and return as sprout 
           and petal and sepal and bloom. 
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Hill Behind Finn’s House, Val Verde, January 

Iris Cushing 

How to get around it isn’t clear. 
A thicket hedged across the road, 
 
a high curve mass 
of tumbleweeds. 
 
Wind draws their tendrils tight. 
How to get around them. 
 
To the left, uphill, 
to the right, the place 
 
we used to be, where 
tumbleweeds won’t tumble. 
 
Earth and sky and thorny combs 
that card them to each other. 
 
You’re loose from your root, 
hair caught in a knot at your nape. 
 
Touch a tumbleweed, it springs back. 
Tossed upon its thickest wisp, 
 
a length of sisal twine 
worked stiff, 
 
a fishnet glove 
the air can wear. 
 
How it blows 
between you. 
 
The wind that names 
the tumbleweed, names its purpose, 
 
calls it by the way it moves. 
I didn’t know you had a cactus 
 
now tattooed across your back. 
I haven’t seen you naked in so long. 
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Brewerytown 

Iain Haley Pollock 

This morning, the lovers— 
who last night were slurring and stumbling 
and when I looked out, each gripping 
the other’s taut throat in a clench of callous 
and nail—sit on their front steps. The woman 
smokes an idle cigarette. The man lounges 
two steps down from her and leans his head 
into her lap. Beer cans and husks of blue crab 
from their cookout scuttle by in languid breeze. 
The woman flicks the stub of her cigarette 
into the street and kisses her man on his forehead. 
In the kitchen behind me, Naomi 
turns on the coffee grinder. I look back at her 
but don’t bother to complain about the racket 
this time. I’m more interested in the lovers. 
Or, I was—they’re boring me now. 
I liked them better when the radio was pumping 
from their open window, and they were clawing out, 
under the streetlight, the terms of their love. 
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Mud Season 

Tess Taylor 

We unstave the winter’s tangle. 
Sad tomatoes, sullen sky. 
 
We unplay the summer’s blight. 
Rotted on the vine, black fruit 
 
swings free of strings that bound it. 
In the compost, ghost melon; in the fields 
 
grotesque extruded peppers. 
We prod half-thawed mucky things.  
 
In the sky, starlings eddying. 
Tomorrow, snow again, old silence. 
 
Today, the creaking icy puller. 
Last night I woke 
 
to wild unfrozen prattle. 
Rain on the roof—a foreign liquid tongue. 
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Aware 

D. H. Lawrence, 1885 - 1930 

Slowly the moon is rising out of the ruddy haze, 
Divesting herself of her golden shift, and so 
Emerging white and exquisite; and I in amaze 
See in the sky before me, a woman I did not know 
I loved, but there she goes and her beauty hurts my heart; 
I follow her down the night, begging her not to depart. 
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Love 

James Russell Lowell, 1819 - 1891 

True Love is but a humble, low-born thing, 
And hath its food served up in earthen ware; 
It is a thing to walk with, hand in hand, 
Through the every-dayness of this work-day world, 
Baring its tender feet to every roughness, 
Yet letting not one heart-beat go astray 
From Beauty’s law of plainness and content; 
A simple, fire-side thing, whose quiet smile 
Can warm earth’s poorest hovel to a home; 
Which, when our autumn cometh, as it must, 
And life in the chill wind shivers bare and leafless, 
Shall still be blest with Indian-summer youth 
In bleak November, and, with thankful heart, 
Smile on its ample stores of garnered fruit, 
As full of sunshine to our aged eyes 
As when it nursed the blossoms of our spring. 
Such is true Love, which steals into the heart 
With feet as silent as the lightsome dawn 
That kisses smooth the rough brows of the dark, 
And hath its will through blissful gentleness,— 
Not like a rocket, which, with savage glare, 
Whirrs suddenly up, then bursts, and leaves the night 
Painfully quivering on the dazed eyes; 
A love that gives and takes, that seeth faults, 
Not with flaw-seeking eyes like needle-points, 
But, loving kindly, ever looks them down 
With the o’ercoming faith of meek forgiveness; 
A love that shall be new and fresh each hour, 
As is the golden mystery of sunset, 
Or the sweet coming of the evening-star, 
Alike, and yet most unlike, every day, 
And seeming ever best and fairest now; 
A love that doth not kneel for what it seeks, 
But faces Truth and Beauty as their peer, 
Showing its worthiness of noble thoughts 
By a clear sense of inward nobleness, 
A love that in its object findeth not 
All grace and beauty, and enough to sate 
Its thirst of blessing, but, in all of good 
Found there, it sees but Heaven-granted types 
Of good and beauty in the soul of man, 
And traces, in the simplest heart that beats, 
A family-likeness to its chosen one, 
That claims of it the rights of brotherhood. 
For Love is blind but with the fleshly eye, 
That so its inner sight may be more clear; 
And outward shows of beauty only so 
Are needful at the first, as is a hand 
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To guide and to uphold an infant’s steps: 
Great spirits need them not; their earnest look 
Pierces the body’s mask of thin disguise, 
And beauty ever is to them revealed, 
Behind the unshapeliest, meanest lump of clay, 
With arms outstretched and eager face ablaze, 
Yearning to be but understood and loved. 
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Palo Borracho 

Chip Livingston 

The jacaranda blooms beside the drunk stick tree. 
Come. I see you swelling with nectar. Hear you, 
Venteveos, shriek till night. Come. See me. 
The jacaranda blooms beside the drunk stick tree. 
The violent violet petals pollen weep. 
A bichofeo sings of you with open throat and beak. 
A jacaranda blooms beside the drunk stick tree. 
I see you swell with nectar, hear you shriek. 
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Degrets 

Anselm Berrigan 

drawn frogs appear to serve the exoskeletal goddess 
in full mollusk shrug, shelves built for dated wreck 
registers, cranial outbursts finely detailed, opening 
at the outline of a spotlit ribcage, lists of thefts enter 
micro-entry zones, respectability a possessive monster 
needleteeth palms, langorous working in a front of 
poured-in window light, off-white airshaft blue pushing 
forward into the flatness of a room masquerading as 
two wear out a corner, somnambulist soap performance 
trickles along, black & white docu-film footage of 
my fam’s thing-strewn space makes way into numbered 
views, anyone may anonymously enter the screen 
version of your interior & very few will, column 
of skulls stands up a bulb socket, speed hump ahead 
15 mph, minnows twig-hopping, playing pick up styx 
in the hydroponic vape church fuming newness outs 
of touch, & truth kicks back at a fool’s conception of 
neutrality, thump thump, these kids need to stop falling 
out of bed, ghost marooned on sock induces mock 
shriek from the sub-aquatic generation I raise on stay 
or no cookie, name of network: true, like & hurt go 
hand in hand, the zebraic cosmologic selfie rides with 
a drone stick, acktility expenses, tick trick carriers 
careening into shape of snakes, sonar belts aura 
saying activate instead of turn on, to radicalize a golden 
tongue, dig the corpse & call it rotary possiblimity, we 
just can’t help wiping the weird out of intelligence 
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Of Shock 

Nicole Cooley 

Sudden blow   bundle of grain   a surprise   a heap of sheaves 

          meaning trade 

with the Dutch 

A thick mass of your hair on the brush   in the pillow   in my 

          mouth 

When an electric current passes through all or part of the body 

How I wish to collide violently with myself 

To throw troops into confusion by charging at them 

The shock of cold water the shock of wedding cake shoved in 

          my mouth 

Stuttering heartbeat felt by a hand on the chest wall 

A knife in a light socket 

Pile or stack of unthreshed corn 

And what is myself without you 

Push your hair into my mouth 

Will you collide violently with me 

Will you be a decision inflicted upon my body 

A bundle unthreshed and untethered 

The shock of 

Jar   impact   collapse 

Flash of my white nightgown in our dark yard 
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Prayer 

Nathan Parker 

our Father I do love to walk 
down to the shore at dawn 
while the ground is cold 
and there sprinkle my cells 
to smashed ocean radios 
I dream that I was born 
with no tongue and that 
I can neither ask nor 
answer nor understand 
questions about where 
I come from that the waves 
are my clapping sisters 
so many dark swallowed 
ships my deleted thoughts 
cannon and coin pulp 
my new body and that any 
one of a million canyons 
trembling with the psalms 
of stones is my easily 
remembered mother who 
easily remembers me 
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Sea Violet 

H. D., 1886 - 1961 

The white violet 
is scented on its stalk, 
the sea-violet 
fragile as agate, 
lies fronting all the wind 
among the torn shells 
on the sand-bank. 
 
The greater blue violets 
flutter on the hill, 
but who would change for these 
who would change for these 
one root of the white sort? 
 
Violet 
your grasp is frail 
on the edge of the sand-hill, 
but you catch the light— 
frost, a star edges with its fire. 
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To Hope 

Charlotte Smith 

    Oh, Hope! thou soother sweet of human woes! 
How shall I lure thee to my haunts forlorn! 

For me wilt thou renew the wither’d rose, 
And clear my painful path of pointed thorn? 

Ah come, sweet nymph! in smiles and softness drest, 
Like the young hours that lead the tender year, 

Enchantress! come, and charm my cares to rest:— 
Alas! the flatterer flies, and will not hear! 

A prey to fear, anxiety, and pain, 
Must I a sad existence still deplore? 

Lo!—the flowers fade, but all the thorns remain, 
“For me the vernal garland blooms no more.” 

Come then, “pale Misery’s love!” be thou my cure, 
And I will bless thee, who, tho’ slow, art sure. 
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Larrea 

Louise Mathias 

Moved the jackrabbit 
from the road, laid her under 
a bush. Land of little 
 
shade, we do what we can. 
 
One sport is crying while driving. 
Another the daffodil light. 
 
All the mornings I’ve found you, 
been found. 
 
* 
 
I’m just eating a sandwich with Sarah, 
when the wind picks up, and her hair 
 
becomes another, 
 
crucial, planet. Night running off 
with itself. Away 
 
from your star. So soft 
is the fur 
 
of the currently— 
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Imaginary Morning Glory 

C. D. Wright, 1949 - 2016 

Whether or not the water was freezing. The body 
would break its sheathe. Without layer on layer 
of feather and air to insulate the loving belly. 
A cloudy film surrounding the point of entry. If blue 
were not blue how could love be love. But if the body 
were made of rings. A loose halo would emerge 
in the telluric light. If anyone were entrusted to verify 
this rare occurrence. As the petal starts to 
dwindle and curl unto itself. And only then. Love, 
blue. Hallucinogenic blue, love. 
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Blue Vase 

Cynthia Zarin 

Because you like to sleep with curtains drawn, 
 at dawn I rose and pulled the velvet tight. 
 
You stirred, then set your hand back on my hip, 
 the bed a ship in sleep’s doubled plunging  
 
wave on wave, until as though a lighthouse 
 beam had crossed the room: the vase between 
 
the windows suddenly ablaze, a spirit, 
 seized, inside its amethyst blue gaze.  
 
What’s that? you said. A slip of light, untamed, 
 had turned the vase into a crystal ball, 
 
whose blue eye looked back at us, amazed, two 
 sleepers startled in each other’s arms, 
  
while day lapped at night’s extinguished edge, 
 adrift between the past and future tense, 
  
 a blue moon for an instant caught in its chipped 
 sapphire—love enduring, give or take. 
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The Cry 

Paisley Rekdal 

A man can cry, all night, your back 
shaking against me as your mother 
sleeps, hooked to the drip 
to clear her kidneys from their muck 
of sleeping pills. Each one white 
as the snapper’s belly I once watched a man 
gut by the ice bins in his truck, its last  
bubbling grunt cleaved in two 
with a knife. The way my uncle’s rabbit 
growled in its cage, screamed 
so like a child that when I woke the night 
a fox chewed through the wires 
to reach it, I thought it was my own voice 
frozen in the yard. And then the fox, 
trapped later by a neighbor, who thrashed 
and barked, as did the crows 
that came for its eyes: the sound 
of one animal’s pain setting off a chain 
in so many others, until each cry dissolves 
into the next grown louder.  
Even if I were blind 
I would know night by the noise it made: 
our groaning bed, the mewling 
staircase, drapes that scrape 
against glass panes behind which 
stars rise, blue and silent. 
But not even the stars 
are silent: their pale waves 
echo through space, the way my father’s 
disappointment sags at my cheek, 
and his brother’s anger 
whitens his temple. And these 
are your mother’s shoulders shaking 
in my arms tonight, her thin breath 
that drags at our window 
where coyotes cry: one calling to the next 
calling to the next, their tender throats 
tipped back to the sky. 
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Thin Ice 

Ellen Doré Watson 

Reedy striations don’t occlude the beneath— 
earthy mash of leaves, flat pepper flakes, layered, 
 
tips protruding, tender-desolate above a mirror 
surface, gently pressing on horse-mane, nest material, 
 
tickle-brush, fringe. Buff block-shapes further down, 
ghost-bits of green-green, a lone leaf burned white. 
 
My thrown stone skitters on ice. The next, larger, 
plunks through and for a moment I am a violator 
 
but then I see it opened a bubble cell, a city, 
a lesion, a map—the way in cold and luminous. 
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Fog 

Vi Khi Nao 

the sun drops his knee on fog 
 
a diurnal genuflection that 
 
explains the lack of clarity in the prayer’s thought 
 
when god prays to himself 
 
using the fog’s opaque cushion 
 
we know god is a child 
 
who pretends to pray 
 
because in the midst of his holy make-believe childhood 
 
he is a beautiful version of daffodil twirling in dew 
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The Leash 

Ada Limón, 1976 

After the birthing of bombs of forks and fear, 
the frantic automatic weapons unleashed, 
the spray of bullets into a crowd holding hands, 
that brute sky opening in a slate metal maw 
that swallows only the unsayable in each of us, what’s 
left? Even the hidden nowhere river is poisoned 
orange and acidic by a coal mine. How can 
you not fear humanity, want to lick the creek 
bottom dry to suck the deadly water up into 
your own lungs, like venom? Reader, I want to 
say, Don’t die. Even when silvery fish after fish 
comes back belly up, and the country plummets 
into a crepitating crater of hatred, isn’t there still 
something singing? The truth is: I don’t know. 
But sometimes, I swear I hear it, the wound closing 
like a rusted-over garage door, and I can still move 
my living limbs into the world without too much 
pain, can still marvel at how the dog runs straight 
toward the pickup trucks break-necking down 
the road, because she thinks she loves them, 
because she’s sure, without a doubt, that the loud 
roaring things will love her back, her soft small self 
alive with desire to share her goddamn enthusiasm, 
until I yank the leash back to save her because 
I want her to survive forever. Don’t die, I say, 
and we decide to walk for a bit longer, starlings 
high and fevered above us, winter coming to lay 
her cold corpse down upon this little plot of earth. 
Perhaps, we are always hurtling our body towards 
the thing that will obliterate us, begging for love 
from the speeding passage of time, and so maybe 
like the dog obedient at my heels, we can walk together 
peacefully, at least until the next truck comes. 
 


